Random becomes a particularly relevant category
in the tween years. During this pivotal phase as many
begin the process of self-conscious individuation
through fashion and cultural engagement, random
acquires differing connotations. When applied
to a person, it denotes the ultimate outsider, an
individual whose affiliations are unknown and whose
presence is inappropriate or unrequested. The rando
is a blip deviating from the newly established code
of social norms. Yet tweens relish the random in pop
cultural contexts, gravitating towards Youtube
humor and absurdist music videos. Without knowing
much about specific aesthetic categories, they flag
deviations from the norm and bawk at their novelty.
The tween experience opens onto a larger dichotomy, randomness in artwork can be appreciated but
randomness in real life is intolerable to many, as
absurd circumstances require the surrender of the
ego to forces beyond ones control.
In art, methods of free association and juxtaposition are utilized across a range of eras and mediums,
to both humorous and expressive ends. Randomness
can occur as conflicting elements within the work
or the work can be random in its relation to the
world.

This taxonomy aims to compile a (non-comprehensive) list of quintessentially random aesthetics
categories- works of art noted for their unpredictability, absurdity, inexplicability and
irreverence.
As the universe drifts ever towards entropy,
randomness in art can be seen as a site of controlled chaos. But one might argue that since
there are explicable patterns within random
aesthetic categories, theyre not really random at
all.
This is at least according to the mathematical
definition of randomness that states that a truly
random sequence cannot be further summarized.
“Cultural Randomness” is then paralleled by
“Statistical Randomness” which concerns the
randomness of real events or coded simulations.
The “Statistical” side of the taxonomy is concerned more with processes of randomization and
their applications than with the specifics of their
sequencings.
Classical rationalism demands we progress from
point to point in a logical sequence. The random is
a method of problem-solving which breaks off from
the singular vector of deductive reasoning.

it lets loose a counterinsurgent torrent of
data, and waits to see where the pieces land. In
the artistic context, one could argue these
broken chunks emanate from subconscious, where
egoistic rationality has not yet permeated. We
communicate through chains of signification,
but it is paradoxically through the ecstatic
breakdowns of these chains that subjectivity can
find its purest expression. Technologies cannot
autonomously make art until they can simulate
the true randomness of the mind.
Randomness is not an apolotical matter.
Randomness can cause confusion and misdirection, be used to divert and encode. And the better computers get at sorting random information
(i.e. faces in a crowd) into policed categories (an
averaging), the more expansive governments’ and
corporations’ surveillance efforts can grow.
While randomness has a surface quality—a
wallpaperish non-correlation between form and
content – it runs as deep as the molecules we’re
made of. Randomness is process, movement, the
relationship between past and present. For this
reason, the random seems hopeful. -Liby H

1,2,3= common qualities
a,b,c=examples
I. CULTURAL RANDOMNESS
1. FIFTH GRADER RANDOMNESS- Non-Sequiter outbursts,
usually food-related, influenced by cartoons and youtube -

II. STATISTICAL RANDOMNESS
7. TELEVISUAL RANDOMNESS- Biting the hand that
feeds you-Non-sequitur cuts evoke frenetic pacing of a
commercial break
a.Monty Python-comedic visionaries & progenitors of the cold
open

11.GAME RANDOMNESS- Any game dependent on luck

a.Dice
b.Cards
c.prize wheel d.Lottery
e.Slot machines f.Capsule vending machine g.Stock market
a.“Pie!”

b. “Potato!”

c. “Baconnn”

2. PSYCHEDELIC RANDOMNESS- Evoking acid trip hallucincations, indebted to the literature of Lewis Carrol - 1.Looping
rainbow trails 2.Anthropomorphic insects 3.Eyes and Ears

1.Absurd Gestures
2.deadpan violence
--Select Scene transition: Terry Gilliam’s Foot Descends
b. Tim and Eric-The affective/repulsive side of banality

2.5. STONER-MEME PHOTOSHOP RANDOMNESS

12.BIOLOGICAL RANDOMNESS- Leads to increased genetic variation within a population 1.Genes shuffled in genetic
recombination during mitosis (the reproduction of cells)
2.Random mutations create phylogenic diversity, leading to
Darwinian environmental adaptation 3.Random genetic defects
can lead to the growth of anomalous cancer cells
13.PHYSICAL RANDOMNESS- the randomly oscillating
behavior of molecules a.Gas laws b.Thermodynamics

1.Cats in Space

2.Pizza Textures

3. MYTHOLOGICAL RANDOMNESS- Inexplicable &
fantastical sequences of events, laying the groundwork for all
fantasy storytelling to come 1.Deus ex machine plot structures
(last-minute saviors) 2.Patchwork Beasts
4.SUBCONSCIOUS RANDOMNESS- A realm of ‘condensed
symbologies’ -what seems random may actually be a substitution,
a recent memory cloaking deeper psychoses a. dreams b.jokes
c.freudian slips

1. Nostalgia/obsoletion
2.Kitsch
--Select Scene transition: Where’s My Chippy?

3.Taboos

c. Icarly-Family-friendly absurdity
--Select Scene transition: Random Dancing!
8. MUSIC VIDEO RANDOMNESS- Promote chameleonic
popstars, scenes change with the beat and song structure 1.
Funny dancing 2. Widely-sourced Costumes and Accessories
2.On-location shots interspersed with soundstage shots

4.5. SURREALIST PAINTING RANDOMNESS- Channeling
the subconscious + metaphysical paradoxes using illusionistic
painting techniques, with politically revolutionary aspirations
a .Grimes

b.Missy Elliot c.G-Dragon d. Kyary Pamyu Pamyu

I 1/2. CULTURAL-ALGORITHMIC RANDOMNESS
1.Double Images
/innuendo 		

2.Everyday Objects,
monumental scale

5. MODERNIST POETIC RANDOMNESS-Activates aspects
of language that normally lie dormant- Subject matter is often
esoteric or overlooked
1.Banal subjects a.“So much depends upon a red wheelbarrow...”
2.Paradoxical juxtaposition a.“Colorless green ideas sleep
furiously”
6.POSTMODERNIST RANDOMNESS- Cultural deconstruction and code-mashing reappropriation 1.Highbrow/lowbrow
juxtapositions 2.Multi-Media

9. DADAIST RANDOMNESS- Some element of the artistic process is left to chance

a.Hans Arp’s randomly
dropped paper collage

b.John Cage’s
aleatoric music

14.ALGORITHMIC RANDOMNESS-randomized strings of
data produced by Mathematical forumulae
a.Kolmogorov Randomness- A truly random sequence is
shorter than any computer sequence that can produce the
same string
b.Kendall and Smith’s Tests for randomness: a. The frequency
test tests if there are roughly the same number of 0s, 1s, 2s,
3s, etc. b. The serial test tests if there are the same number
of two-digit sequences (00, 01, etc.)c.The poker test, tests for
certain sequences of five numbers at a time (aaaaa, aaaab, etc.)d.
the gap test looks at the distances between zeroes.
14.5. ALGORITHMIC RANDOMNESS APPLIED- Many
programs employ Monte Carlo methods, computational
algorithms which use random samples to determine probalistic
interpretations- basically, supplying random inputs to determine an average output
a.Population Modeling- random sampling helps create
predictive models of distribution relating to large groups
b. Particle/fluid simulation- algorithms map the non-linear
evolution of systems of particles – their process of interaction
continuously reshaping the ways they statistically are found
to interact
c.Neural nets (a.k.a. machine learning)- programs draw
inductive conclusions based on commonalities in a seemingly
random data set, trying to understand it as less random, more
predictable
d.Crowd simulation(MASSIVE)- Software used to generate
crowds in films like Lord of the Rings by animating figures
with randomized gestures (rather than having them behave
uniformly.) Other software is developed to generate randomized forest growth, etc.

10. EXPRESSIONISTIC RANDOMNESS- Randomness of
gestural mark
a.generated crowd

a. Chinese brush painting
a.Mike Kelley

b.Chris Ofili

C. Haruki Murakami

b. Absrtact Expressionism

b. Generated greenery

e. Probalistic encryption- use of randomness in an encryption
algorithm so that every times the same message is encrypted it
produces a different ciphertext

